Main Department of Regional Security of the Moscow Region

Registration N: 5029057680
Principle State Registration Number: 1035005501431
Founded: April 19, 2001
Current state: registered
Registered: Russian Federation
Address: 143407, Красногорск, Московская область, бульвар Строителей, 1

Last profile update: Sept. 5, 2023

Founders:

Government of the Moscow Region
Founder

Connections:

○ Close associates
  ■ Karataev Roman Aleksandrovich – head
Karataev Roman Aleksandrovich – министр по безопасности и противодействию коррупции
Karataev Roman Aleksandrovich – head
Karataev Roman Aleksandrovich – начальник управления по экономической безопасности и противодействию коррупции
Klokov Mikhail Vasil'evich – head of the mobilization department
Krylov Oleg Valer'yevich – employee
Yatskov Viktor Alekseevich – deputy head, first deputy head, acting head

Related companies

- Government of the Moscow Region – Founder

Finances

- Byterg LLC – Public contracts/Contractor
- IIC International Insurance Company LLC – Public contracts/Contractor
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